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Abstract—Performing exact computations can require sig-
nificant resources. Approximate computing allows to alleviate
resource constraints, sacrificing the accuracy of results. In this
work, we consider a generalization of the classical packet classi-
fication problem. Our major contribution is to introduce various
representations for approximate packet classifiers with controlled
accuracy and optimization techniques to reduce classifier sizes
exploiting this new level of flexibility. We validate our theoretical
results with a comprehensive evaluation study.

I. INTRODUCTION

Exact computations may require excessive resources. Ap-
proximate computing deals with potentially inaccurate com-
putations helping alleviate resource constraints [1]. In this
paper we generalize a classical packet classification problem
(the exact case), where each rule is composed from a ternary
bit string and an action; since rules can overlap they have
priorities and the first matched rule is returned for an incoming
packet. There is a long line of research exploring various
optimization methods to find semantically equivalent packet
classifiers, where each header matches the same action in
an originally given and optimized classifiers [2], [3], [4]. In
this work we consider the case when semantically equivalent
classifiers fail to achieve desired optimization results and
introduce approximate representations of packet classifiers
allowing to “multiplex” multiple actions. This additional level
of flexibility allows to improve resource requirements by still
keeping desired level of accuracy.

Majority of proprietary heuristics optimizing packet classi-
fiers can be reduced to well-known operators minimizing the
size of Boolean expressions [5], [6]. Unfortunately, using these
operators for the approximate case can lead to exponential
number of the considered variants. To avoid this complexity,
we generalize the basic operators (used in the exact case) to
the approximate case and study the properties of different
operation sequences that significantly simplify optimization
process and achieve better optimization results. In the case
of prefix classifiers with LPM priorities, we show how to
generalize the algorithm eLP [7], [8] that constructs a classifier
with minimal number of entries to the approximate case. As
a byproduct, we improve its time complexity by a factor of a,
where a is the number of different actions in an input classifier.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

We begin with two motivating examples that introduce
the idea of approximate representations. First, consider a
common situation when the rules of a classifier map headers
to a quantitative characteristic, e.g., desired latency, which
is further aggregated into service classes which the packets
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Fig. 1. Tradeoff between accuracy and required memory: (a) exact case; (b-c)
approximate case.

are classified into. E.g., on Fig. 1a values 1-3 are mapped
to the Gold class; 4-6, to Silver. The classifier in Fig. 1a is
irreducible with respect to semantic equivalence: no smaller
classifier maps exactly the same headers to the same classes.

However, let us consider “borderline” rules between service
classes. Suppose that we can allow packets falling under R4,
which currently maps to Silver but has value 4, very close to
the lower bound of the Gold class, to be associated with either
Gold or Silver classes. In this case we can perform further
optimizations, associating R4 with Gold or Silver to better
reduce the classifier; Fig. 1b shows how R4 can be merged
with R2 and replaced by R24 that maps to Gold.

We can take the approximation one step forward. Since R3

has value 3, which is very close to the upper bound of the
Silver class, we can allow R3 to associate with Silver (Fig. 1c),
and classifier optimization can now exploit this additional
flexibility, merging R3 with R5 to get R53. In general, Fig. 1
illustrates the fundamental tradeoff between accuracy and
efficiency in approximate classifier representations.

Note that even in this specific example, not only borderline
rules between different classes may be extended with addi-
tional actions. Although R6 maps to 6, very far from the lower
bound of the Gold class, it might still be allowed to extend R6

with the Gold option due to some additional considerations.
For instance, if we know a priori that required bandwidth for
the traffic classified by R6 is relatively small compared to the
total volume of Gold traffic, we might be able to afford this
approximation anyway.

The second motivating example is of a different nature,
showing that approximate classifier representations are a much
more general tool. The scalability problem of forwarding
tables (FIBs) is a largely unsolved problem to date [9]. One
can run a third-party process that estimates the “quality”
of different paths for the header space covered by a given
traffic matrix. It turns out that by exploiting approximate
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possible paths for header H = (0, 1, 1, 1)

R1 : 0110 → P1
R2 : 1111 → P1
R3 : **1* → P2
R4 : 0**0 → P1
R5 : 1**1 → P1
R6 : **** → drop

P1

P2

(a) Exact irreducible FIB

R1 : 0110 → P1
R2 : 1111 → P1
R3 : **1* → P1, P2

R4 : 0**0 → P1
R5 : 1**1 → P1
R6 : **** → drop

P1

P2

(b) Approximate FIB: R3 can choose P1 or P2

R312 : **1* → P1
R4 : 0**0 → P1
R5 : 1**1 → P1
R6 : **** → drop

P1

P2

(c) Optimized approximate FIB

Fig. 2. Approximate computing in routing.

representations and extending the actions of already computed
FIBs with acceptable alternatives (based on the “quality” of
estimated paths), we can often reduce the classifier size.

The exact classifier in Fig. 2a is irreducible and consists of
6 entries. For instance, the header H = (0, 1, 1, 1) is classified
by R3 and follows path of length 3. If we allow R3 to redirect
traffic through the port P1, the optimization process will be
able to reduce two entries. Now headers classified by R3 will
be transmitted through the port P1, and other headers will not
be affected. In particular, the header H in Fig. 2c now follows
another path with the same length.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

We begin with the basic notions. A packet header H =
(h1, . . . , hw) is a sequence of bits hi ∈ H , hi ∈ {0, 1},
1 ≤ i ≤ w; e.g., (1 0 1 0) is a 4-bit header. A filter
Fi = (f i

1, . . . , f
i
w) is a sequence of w values corresponding to

bits in the headers, but the possible values are now 0, 1, or
∗ (“don’t care”). A rule Ri = (Fi, {Ai}) consists of a filter
Fi and a pointer to the corresponding action set Ai. A header
H is matched by a filter F (or by a rule R = (F,A)) if for
every bit of H the corresponding bit of F has either the same
value or ∗.

A classifier K = {R1, . . . , RN}≺ is an ordered (by ≺) set
of rules. If multiple rules match a header, the rule R with
highest priority is preferred, and we say that H is classified
by R (or its filter). The classifier finds the classifying action
for a given header. We assume that every classifier contains a
“catch-all” rule R⊥ at the end, matching all headers unmatched
by other rules; R⊥ has a unique action D that no other rule
has.

Example 1. In the following classifier with w = 4, H =
(0 1 1 0) matches R1, R4, R⊥, so H is classified by R1.

K #1 #2 #3 #4 Exact Approx
R1 0 1 1 0 A1 A1, A4

R2 1 ∗ 0 ∗ A2 A2

R3 1 0 1 ∗ A3 A3

R4 0 ∗ 1 ∗ A4 A4

R5 ∗ 0 0 ∗ A5 A5

R⊥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ D D

We say that a rule Ri covers a rule Rj if all headers that
match Rj also match Ri. R⊥ always covers all other rules.
Two rules Ri, Rj intersect (Ri ∩ Rj �= ∅) if there exists a
header matched by both rules. In Example 1, R4 covers R1,
while R2 and R5 intersect.

The notion of exact and approximate classifiers is central
for this work. We say that a classifier K is exact if for each
rule Ri ∈ K Ai consists of a single element; otherwise,

K is approximate. Exact classifiers are a traditional way
to represent packet classifiers. Approximate classifiers are a
generalization where Ai represents multiple options that can
be taken for the matched rule. In Example 1, the filters of
the classifier combined with the action sets in Exact and
Approx columns form the exact Ke and approximate Ka

classifiers, respectively. E.g., if classifiers represent forwarding
tables, action set A1 = {A1, A4} means that a packet can
be transmitted through either A1 or A4. Note that in this
case A1 = {A1, A4} does not represent possibilities for load
balancing but adds options for an optimization process whose
output is always an exact classifier. We say that a classifier
K′ is approximately equivalent to a classifier K if for every
header H , the classifying action set A′ ∈ K′ is a subset of the
classifying action set A ∈ K. In Example 1, the classifier Ke

is approximately equivalent to Ka.

IV. BASIC OPERATORS

In this section, we show basic operators reducing the
number of entries in exact and approximate classifiers.

A. Classifiers as Boolean Expressions

Optimization methods that minimize the required space for
classifiers [2], [3], [4] usually can be reduced to methods
minimizing size of Boolean expressions. There are two main
cases here. If no pair of rules intersect then the classifier
represents a Boolean formula in DNF, with every filter as a
clause. The MinDNF problem (minimizing DNF size) has been
extensively studied in complexity theory. In theory, it is NPNP-
complete (ΣP

2 -complete), with some inapproximability results
as well [5], [6]. In practice, classical heuristics for MinDNF
are based on Karnaugh maps.

In the order-dependent case, rule priorities can be en-
coded with circuits of depth 3 with OR–AND–OR alternation,
i.e., AC0 circuits of depth 3. However, even in the order-
independent case there is no tractable algorithm minimizing
Boolean expressions, so we cannot hope for polynomial opti-
mal algorithms minimizing size of classifiers. Existing heuris-
tics include a set of basic operators applied to a classifier while
possible. They consist of two major blocks: basic operators
and an optimization process that constructs a sequence of basic
operations to reduce the classifier.

B. Generalized basic operators

Usually, three basic operators are considered in the scope of
packet classifiers [4] since they have the right balance between
operational complexity and applicability. These basic operators
decide when a rule can be removed or replaced by another rule.
Here, we further generalize them for the approximate case.
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If action sets consist of a single action, they can be directly
applied to exact classifiers.

Example 2. Through this section we will use the following
classifier as a running example. Actions in the Exact column
correspond to the exact classifier Ke; the Approx column
corresponds to the approximate classifier Ka:

K #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 Exact Approx
R1 0 1 1 ∗ 0 A1 A1

R2 ∗ 1 ∗ 0 ∗ A1 A1, A2

R3 1 1 ∗ 1 1 A2 A1, A2

R4 ∗ 1 1 ∗ ∗ A1 A1, A2

R5 0 1 ∗ 1 1 A2 A1, A2

R6 ∗ 0 ∗ 1 1 A2 A2

R7 0 0 0 1 1 A3 A3

R⊥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ D {D}
Forward Subsumption F(Ri). This operator removes all

unreachable rules and does not depend on the structure of
action sets. Formally, a rule Ri ∈ K can be removed if
there exists a rule Rj ≺ Ri that covers Ri. Since forward
subsumptions do not depend on actions, the resulting classifier
is approximately equivalent to the original. In Example 2, R7

can be removed since R6 covers it.
Backward Subsumption F(Ri). Sometimes a rule can still

be removed if it is covered by a rule with lower priority.
Formally, Ri ∈ K can be removed if the following conditions
hold:

1) there is a rule Rj 	 Ri that covers Ri such that their
action sets Ai and Aj intersect;

2) for every rule Rt ∈ K such that Ri ≺ Rt ≺ Rj and Rt∩
Ri �= ∅, the intersection of At and Ai is also nonempty;
after applying backward subsumption, we set At := At∩
Ai for each such rule.

If several Rj are possible, we choose Rj with the largest
priority.

In Example 2 (approximate case), R1 can be removed by
backward subsumption since it is covered by R4, and even
though R1 intersects with R2 they have intersecting action
sets. Note that the header (0 1 1 0 0) that was previously
classified by R1 will now be classified by R2, so we replace
A2,A4 by the sets A2 ∩ A1 = {A1} and A4 ∩ A1 = {A1}.
The exact case is very similar but now action sets of rules
R1, R2, R4 are equal, therefore, this operation is allowed.

Resolution R′
i = R(Ri, Rj). This operator comes from

propositional proof theory: in propositional logic, expressions
(x ∧C) ∨ (x̄ ∧C) and (x ∨C) ∧ (x̄ ∨C) are both obviously
equivalent to C and can be simplified to C.

Two rules Ri ≺ Rj can be combined and replaced by a
new rule R′

i (in place of Ri in the list) if:
1) filters Fi and Fj coincide in all bit indices except k, and

the k-th bit is not ∗ in Fi or Fj (when it is, subsumption
applies);

2) the set A′
i = Ai ∩ Aj ∩ ⋂

t:Ri≺Rt≺Rj and Rt∩Rj �=∅ At

(intersection of action sets over all intersecting rules) is
nonempty; after applying resolution we set Ai := A′

i.
In Example 2, F3 and F5 differ only in the first bit. In the

approximate classifier, we can apply R′
3 := R(R3, R5) since

action sets of R3, R4, R5 are all equal to {A1, A2}; in the exact
case, however, we would not be able to apply R(R3, R5) since
actions for R4, R5 differ.

Both subsumption operators are unary operators (removing
one rule), and resolution is a binary operator (replacing two
rules with one). Applying the introduced operators to exact
and approximate classifiers in Example 2 leads to classifiers
with six and four rules, respectively.

C. Why to generalize

In general, we can choose a single action for every rule
in an approximate classifier, and each such combination is an
exact classifier. In this way we could exploit already existing
heuristics applicable to previously studied basic operators in
the exact case. The problem is not only the exponential number
of different exact classifiers but also that generalized versions
of the basic operators extend their applicability.

Example 3. We show two approximate classifiers, where
generalized operators can achieve better results than even
brute-force search over all exact classifiers.

K #1 #2 #3 #4 A
R1 0 1 0 ∗ A1, A2

R2 0 ∗ ∗ 0 A1

R3 ∗ ∗ 0 ∗ A2

R4 0 1 ∗ ∗ A1, A2

R⊥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ D

Applying approximate operators in this classifier, R1 can be
removed by backward subsumption: R4 covers R1, and all
necessary conditions hold. On the other hand, in neither of
the four possible exact specializations of K we can reduce R1

or any other rule.
Similarly, for the following classifier two resolution opera-

tions can be applied, R(R1, R5) and R(R2, R4), but in any
exact case only one of them remains:

K #1 #2 #3 #4 A
R1 0 0 ∗ 1 A1

R2 1 1 ∗ 0 A2

R3 ∗ ∗ 0 ∗ A1, A2

R4 1 0 ∗ 0 A2

R5 0 1 ∗ 1 A1

R⊥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ D

V. PROPERTIES OF HEURISTICS

An optimization process consists of a set of basic operators
(that we have introduced above) and a heuristic that chooses
a sequence of applied operations (operation sequence). In
this section we study properties of operation sequences to
improve optimization results and reduce the time complexity
of considered heuristics.

By definition, each applied operation removes exactly one
rule, so after an operation sequence S on a classifier K the
optimized classifier has |K|− |S| rules. Therefore, considered
heuristics can shift from minimizing number of rules to
maximizing length of a constructed operation sequence. A
sequence of applied operations is optimal if its length is
maximal among all other sequences. Similarly, an operation
sequence S is extensible, if S can be appended with additional
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operations; otherwise, S is inextensible. An optimal sequence
is always inextensible, but there are suboptimal inextensible.

Example 4. The following example shows that different
operation sequences even in the exact case can lead to different
results.

P #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 Action
R1 1 1 1 ∗ ∗ A1

R2 1 0 ∗ ∗ 0 A1

R3 1 1 0 ∗ 0 A1

R4 1 1 1 ∗ 0 A1

R⊥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ D

Here, we can apply either forward subsumption F(R4) or
resolution R = R(R3, R4) followed by another resolution
R(R2, R). Both operation sequences are inextensible, but only
one of them is optimal, and forward subsumption cannot lead
to new operations.

Example 4 shows that a combinatorial search for optimal
operation sequences is a hard problem even in the exact case.
Therefore, in what follows we will study a specific fixed set
of operations applicable to the original classifier. If we can
find the longest operation sequence among a reasonably wide
class of such sets, it will provide us with a lower bound on
the length of the optimal operation sequence.

We denote by O a set of operations applicable to the initial
classifier that does not contain conflicting operations using the
same rule; that is, if there are multiple operations applicable
to the same rule we choose one of them. Note that there can
be many different O for the same classifier K; at this point we
fix K and one specific O. Operations in O implicitly depend
on each other; for example, a resolution operation can create
a new possible rule that will intersect with another rule in
backward subsumption. We make one additional assumption:
if for some rule Ri both F(Ri) and B(Ri) are applicable
in the original classifier, we assume that O contains F(Ri)
since it makes no sense to apply backward instead of forward
subsumption.

A. Operation sequences in the exact case

The following theorem shows that in the exact case, we
can apply all operations in O regardless of these implicit
dependencies. Later we will see that in the approximate case
maximal sequences on O have a more complex structure.
Despite the popularity of Boolean minimization in the exact
case, to the best of our knowledge we know of no prior work
where this result was proven.

Theorem 1. If all action sets in K contain exactly 1 action
(the exact case), there is an applicable sequence consisting of
all operations from O.

Proof. First we apply all forward subsumptions, then all back-
ward subsumptions. We can apply all forward subsumptions
because for any applicable F(Ri) classifier will contain a
rule Rj ≺ Ri that covers Ri regardless of already applied
forward subsumptions. Also, forward subsumptions cannot
change the covering rule Rj for a backward subsumption
B(Ri) since otherwise either Ri were subject to forward

subsumption in the original classifier or the rule that covers Rj

is covering in B(Ri). Therefore, after forward subsumptions
we can apply B(Ri) in the order of priority of Ri since applied
B(Ri) does not affect backward subsumptions further down
the list. Subsumptions only remove rules that are not used by
resolutions in O; therefore, we can apply all resolutions after
all subsumptions. We apply R(Ri, Rj) in the order of priority
on Ri. Again, no conflicts arise in this order since R(Ri, Rj)
can only remove a rule between R′

i and R′
j for some further

applicable resolution R(R′
i, R

′
j).

The optimal sequence of operations does not always apply
all operations from O: some rules can find better use in new
operations that were not possible in O. But there is a lower
bound on the length of the optimal sequence.

Corollary 1. The length of an optimal operation sequence in
the exact case is at least the maximal length of all possible O;
moreover, this lower bound can be computed in time O(N2 ·
w+C1.5

R ), where CR is the number of resolutions applicable
in the original classifier.

Proof. To construct a maximal O, first we take all subsump-
tions on different rules and then choose a maximal number
of non-conflicting resolutions. This is an optimal algorithm
since we look only on operations applicable to the original
classifier, and it makes to sense to apply resolution instead of
subsumption if both apply. We ignore all resolutions that con-
flict with a chosen subsumption rule. On the other applicable
resolutions, we construct a bipartite graph G = (V0, V1, E):
the set of vertices V0 contains rules whose filters have even
number of bits with value 1, V1 consists of rules with odd
number of such bits, and edges consist of possible resolutions,
i.e., each resolution connects a vertex from V0 with a vertex
from V1 in G. Edges in a maximal matching in G form
a maximal set of non-conflicting resolutions that can be
added to O. A maximal matching can be found in time
O(N + CR ·min(N,CR)0.5).

So far, we have seen that while finding the best possible
operation sequence is always hard, in the exact case it is
relatively easy to construct a maximal set of non-conflicting
operations O that can be applied to the original classifier. Next
we turn to the approximate case.

B. Operation sequences in the approximate case

In the approximate case, O can increase compared to the
exact case since generalized operations are applicable more
often (recall Example 3). But unlike the exact case, Theorem 1
does not hold for the approximate case, and an operation
sequence of length |O| is not guaranteed to exist.

Example 5. Operations from O are not always applicable
together.

K #1 #2 #3 #4 A
R1 0 1 1 ∗ A1

R2 1 1 ∗ 1 A1, A2

R3 ∗ 1 1 ∗ A1, A2

R4 0 1 ∗ 1 A2

R⊥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ D
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For instance here, we can apply resolution R(R2, R4) or
backward subsumption B(R1), but we cannot apply both since
otherwise A2 would become empty.

The complexity of constructing the longest operation se-
quence on O arises from backward subsumptions.

Theorem 2. A maximal sequence of applicable operations
from O can be found in polynomial time if O consists of
forward subsumptions and resolutions.

Proof. Apply all operations from O as follows: first all
forward subsumptions, then all resolutions applied in the order
of decreasing priority of the top rule.

But if O has backward subsumptions then finding the
longest sequence turns into an intractable problem.

Theorem 3. Finding a maximal sequence of applicable
backward subsumptions from O is an NP-complete problem;
moreover, it is not approximable up to a constant factor in
polynomial time.

Proof. We reduce the Maximal Independent Set problem: by
a graph G = (V,E) we construct a classifier where every
possible sequence of applied backward subsumptions will
correspond to an independent set of G. We denote n = |V |
and m = |E|. The classifier will consist of 2n+m rules. The
first n rules R1, . . . , Rn and last n rules Rn+m+1, . . . , R2n+m

correspond to vertices, and the m rules in the middle corre-
spond to edges. A rule Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is covered by a rule
Rn+m+i and additionally it intersects exactly those rules that
correspond to the edges adjacent to v. For all rules Ri that
correspond to vertices their Ai will contain a special action
A0. For each edge e = (u, v), we create two actions Ae,u and
Ae,v: action sets for rules corresponding to u contain Ae,u; to
v, Ae,v; to e, both. In this construction, for any edge e = (u, v)
backward subsumptions on the rules corresponding to u and
v are allowed separately but not together, and this implies
that the set of applied backward subsumptions corresponds to
an independent set in G, and finding the largest such set is
equivalent to finding the largest independent set.

C. How to extend operation sequences

So far we have studied properties of operation sequences
constructed on a set O of initially non-conflicting operations
for both exact and approximate cases. In this part, we study the
properties of optimal operation sequences in the approximate
case. The following structural property of operation sequences
allows us to reduce the space of operation sequences consid-
ered to find the longest (optimal) one.

Lemma 1. For an operation sequence S , there exists another
operation sequence S ′ that satisfies the following:

1) S ′ consist of the same operations, but a backward sub-
sumption B(R) can be changed to a forward subsumption
F(R);

2) resolutions and forward subsumptions are applied before
backward subsumptions;

3) backward subsumptions B(R) are applied in the reverse
order of the priorities of R;

4) for each rule Ri, its final action set Ai obtained after
S is applied is a subset of the action set A′

i after S′ is
applied.

Due to the space limits, the proof of Lemma 1 is omitted.
Lemma 1 immediately implies the following corollary.

Corollary 2. There exists an optimal operation sequence
where all resolutions and forward subsumptions are applied
before backward subsumptions, and all backward subsump-
tions are applied in the increasing order of priorities of their
rules.

The impact of this transformation is that after changing an
operation sequence S to such an S ′, inextensible sequences
may become extensible, as the following example shows.

Example 6. Suppose that in Example 2, we apply F(R7)
followed by B(R1) and then R′

3 = R(R3, R5), getting the
following classifier:

K #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 A
R2 ∗ 1 ∗ 0 ∗ {A1}
R′

3 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 1 {A1}
R4 ∗ 1 1 ∗ ∗ {A1}
R6 ∗ 0 ∗ 1 1 {A2}
R⊥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ {D}

But if we applied R′
3 = R(R3, R5) before B(R1), we would

have A′
3 = {A1, A2}. Therefore, we can apply R(R′

3, R6)
and get the following classifier:

K #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 A
R2 ∗ 1 ∗ 0 ∗ {A1}
R′′

3 ∗ ∗ ∗ 1 1 {A2}
R4 ∗ 1 1 ∗ ∗ {A1}
R⊥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ {D}

This observation allows us to improve optimization results:
if we have obtained an inextensible operation sequence S that
does not satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1, we can transform
it into a new sequence S ′, as explained in the constructive
proof of Lemma 1, and S ′ may become extensible.

In this section, we have seen algorithms that try to con-
struct an optimal operation sequence from a set of applicable
operations O. They are guaranteed to find a maximal sequence
only in special cases, and it is a hard computational problem in
general. Still, in many practical situations algorithms presented
here work well, and we have also introduced a heuristic for
further optimization that reorders operations.

VI. APPROXIMATE LPM CLASSIFIERS

So far we considered a general case where each filter is
a ternary bit string. Since minimizing a given classifier is
an intractable problem, we defined our optimization process
as constructing a maximal sequence over a predefined set of
operators. There is, however, an important special case when
all rules are prefixes ordered with longest-prefix-match (LPM)
priorities; now the alphabet is binary, and the first ∗ is just a
delimiter that defines prefix length.
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R1 : 010 → A1, A2

R2 : 011 → A3
R3 : 10* → A2
R4 : 1** → A4
R5 : *** → D

R5

R1 R2

R4

R3

0

1
0 1

1

0 R5

R1 R2

R3 R4

0

0 1

0 1

1

0 1

{A2}

{A1, A2, A3, D}

{D} {A1, A2, A3}

{A1, A2} {A3}

{A2, A4}

{A2} {A4}

0

0 1

0 1

1

0 1
R2 : 11* → A4

R1 : 011 → A3

R3 : 00* → D
R4 : *** → A2

(a) Original classifier (b) To trie (c) Te (d) Te with calculated L(x) (e) Optimized classifier

Fig. 3. Example of running the aLP algorithm.

In the exact case, the works [7], [8] introduce the algorithm
eLP that computes a minimal LPM classifier in time O(N ·
w · a), where N is the number of rules in the input, w is the
classification width (in bits), and a is the number of different
actions. In this section, we show how to generalize eLP to
the approximate case while preserving optimality; we call the
generalized version aLP. As a side effect, we improve the time
complexity of eLP to O(N · w).

A. The eLP Algorithm

We begin by briefly explaining the basic intuition behind
eLP [7], [8]. First, the filters of all rules from the input
classifier K are organized in a binary prefix trie To (Fig 3a-
b). Note that prefixes of rules in K do not necessarily end in
leaves, and not every internal node in To has two sons. To
avoid prefixes in internal nodes of To, eLP pushes them to
leaves, extending the trie to Te as follows: each node with a
single child is complemented with another one; for each added
leaf x its corresponding rule inherits the action from x’s closest
ancestor with rule (see Fig 3c). As a result, in Te only leaves
correspond to rules. We denote by To(x) a subtree of To rooted
in x; by Te(x), the corresponding subtree of the extended trie.
Both To(x) and Te(x) represent equivalent classifiers. Te(x)
can have more corresponding rules than To(x) but one can
show that optimal classifiers for Te(x) and To(x) are the same.

We denote by Rx a rule that will be created for a node
x ∈ Te with an action Ax. The algorithm eLP is based on the
following process. Let l and r be the left and right children of
a node x ∈ Te. Consider already computed optimal classifiers
Kl and Kr corresponding to Te(l), Te(r) respectively. Now:

• Kx = Kl ∪ Kr ∪ {Rx};
• if Ax = Al, remove Rl from Kx;
• if Ax = Ar, remove Rr from Kx.

It can be shown that the resulting classifier Kx is optimal.
Denoting by f(x,Ax) the size of the optimal classifier Kx,

we get the following recurrent expression:

f(x,Ax) = min
Al,Ar

f(l, Al) + f(r, Ar) + 1− [Al = Ax]− [Ar = Ax]

To implement this process, eLP maintains in each node x ∈ Te

an explicitly computed list L(x) of actions A that minimizes
f(x,A). The list L(x) can be calculated from L(xl) and
L(xr): if L(xl) ∩ L(xr) �= ∅ then L(x) = L(xl) ∩ L(xr) (in
this case, the corresponding rules in classifiers for xl and xr

have the same action, and this action will be chosen for the last
rule of a classifier at node x), otherwise L(x) = L(xl)∪L(xr)
(in this case the rules for xl, xr have different actions, and one
of them will be chosen for x).

Note that originally, the work [7] only defined the eLP
algorithm; subsequent complexity analysis in [8] showed that
it runs in time O(N · w · a). In the following, we will show
how to generalize eLP to the approximate case and remove
the a factor from the complexity bounds for the exact case.

B. Optimality in the approximate case

Let us generalize eLP to the approximate case; we call the
new algorithm aLP. Suppose that all Ai are given as lists of
actions, and actions appear in these lists in the same order.
The above process for deciding which rules to add or remove
remains unchanged. In the approximate case, the recurrence
relation for f(x,A) still equals the size of the optimal classifier
Kx. Now actions can be recovered up to sets Ais. This
modification does not change f(x,A) and does not affect
reconstruction rules for L(x) in internal nodes of Te. Only
the definition of L(x) for leaf nodes changes: L(x) = Aix ,
where Rix is the rule corresponding to a leaf x in Te. Figure
3 illustrates the aLP algorithm.

Theorem 4. For the approximate case, time complexity of aLP
is O(N · w · lmax), where lmax = maxi |Ai|.
Proof. We denote by V (T ) the set of nodes in a trie (or
subtree) T ⊆ Te. The total time complexity of the proposed
method is O(

∑
x∈V (Te)

|L(x)|) since union and intersection
of sets can be done in linear time. Summing |L(x)| over all
leaves, we get O(N ·w · lmax) since Te has O(N ·w) leaves.

Each internal node x of Te also occurs in To. For rules
corresponding to a node in To(x), all action sets Ai can
participate in the construction of L(x); among other rules,
only one rule can participate in L(x) – the one that ends in
the nearest ancestor of x. Therefore, |L(x)| ≤ lmax ·(s(x)+1),
where s(x) is number of nodes in To(x) where some rules end.

Each node in To corresponding to a rule increments s(x)
for at most w internal nodes, namely its ancestors. Therefore,∑

x∈To
s(x) ≤ N · w. This immediately implies that the sum

of |L(x)| over all internal nodes is O(N · w · lmax).

Since approximate case degrades to the exact case when
all |Ai| = 1, by Theorem 4 we have improved the time
complexity of eLP compared to [8, p. 294] by a factor of
a, the number of different actions in the original classifier.

VII. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the efficiency of proposed
approaches on LPM and general approximate classifiers. Opti-
mization results depend not only on the quality of optimization
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methods but also on classifier structure; we validate the fun-
damental tradeoff between memory requirements and desired
level of accuracy.

A. LPM classifiers

Heuristics. We compare two algorithms for minimizing
approximate LPM classifiers: aLP from Section VI and aBM
for the general case (ternary bit strings with general priorities)
which applies the basic operators we introduced. In the general
case, by Lemma 1 the heuristic applies forward subsumptions
and resolutions while possible, followed by backward sub-
sumptions in reverse priority order.

Methodology. We have evaluated our approach on five IPv4
FIB classifiers; Table I shows their most important charac-
teristics. We have made the source code of our simulations
available at [10]; unfortunately, due to NDA restrictions we
cannot make the classifiers available online. To make an
approximate classifier, we extend actions of an exact instance
with alternative options (paths), with actions more common in
the exact version appearing more frequently in the approximate
instance as well.

Each approximate instance is characterized by two parame-
ters: pA, the share of rules with alternative paths, and lA, the
number of alternative actions for each rule. For each rule in the
selected share pA, the action set Ai is extended with randomly
selected alternatives until the size of Ai reaches lA + 1. We
choose each next action for Ai with a probability proportional
to its number of occurrences in the exact classifier (except for
actions already in Ai).

We denote by K′
aLP and K′

aBM the optimized classifiers ob-
tained by running aLP and aBM, respectively, on the original
classifier K. The third and fourth columns in Table I show the
number of rules in K′

aLP and K′
aBM for all five FIBs. For each

FIB, we have also constructed a classifier where all possible
actions except the default can be chosen as alternative. This
is the best case for optimization for a given set of filters;
we denote by K′′

aLP and K′′
aBM classifiers optimized with the

corresponding algorithms. For all five FIBs, the sizes of K′′
aLP

and K′′
aBM are given in the fifth and sixth columns of Table I.

During the generation of approximate classifiers, we varied the
parameter pA from 0 to 1 and lA from 1 to 3, running aLPM
and aBM on each generated classifier.

Size of optimized classifiers. Figs. 4(a,d,g) show the
number of rules in optimized classifier KA as a function of
pA (plots with lA > 1 do not show fib1 curves because the
fib1 classifier has only two actions). We see that classifiers
optimized by aLP are 10-20% smaller than the same classifiers
optimized by aBM. The aLP algorithm wins because it is
guaranteed to construct the optimal solution in the class of
LPM classifiers. The main advantage of Boolean minimization
techniques is their flexibility: they can be used for more
general classifiers.

Savings in comparison to exact optimization. Plots on
Figs. 4(b,e,h) show additional savings W (KA) for the op-
timized approximate classifier compared to the correspond-
ing optimized exact version, i.e., W (KA) =

|K′
aLP|−|KA|
|KaLP′ | if

TABLE I
FIB DATASETS

Name |P | |K′
aLP| |K′

aBM| |K′′
aLP| |K′′

aBM|
fib1 137150 94232 109594 50411 70394
fib2 202671 160836 176446 49838 76718
fib3 180655 140482 154049 50384 75497
fib4 149432 107740 121974 49624 70707
fib5 180429 134580 149974 55512 81918

KA was optimized by the aLP algorithm and W (KA) =
|K′

aBM|−|KA|
|K′

aBM| in case of aBM. The plots support our theoretical
results: the number of rules in optimized approximate classi-
fiers may be significantly smaller, up to 20-50%, than in the
optimized exact classifiers. Note that the slope of the curves
on the plots for W is different for different datasets, which is
a feature of our procedure for generating alternative actions.
Classifiers where a small subset of actions covers a large share
of the rules are easier to optimize because alternative actions
in A will be likely chosen from this small subset. The largest
slope is for fib1 because it has only two actions, and all rules
with alternative actions will have the same pair of actions. We
have chosen this generation procedure specifically to show off
the effect of different action coverage.

Comparison to the hypothetical perfect reduction.
Figs. 4(c,f,i) show the savings in the optimized classifier
compared to the hypothetical reduction in case when every
action was allowed for every rule; in this hypothetical case,
the classifier simply serves as a “match/no match” binary filter,
distinguishing rules that match at least one rule and rules
that are matched by R⊥. Obviously, this is the case when
the largest reductions are possible; we denote this fraction by
W+(KA), defined as W+(KA) =

|K′
aLP|−|KA|

|K′
aLP|−|K′′

aLP| for the aLPM

algorithm and W+(KA) =
|K′

aBM|−|K′
A|

|K′
aBM|−|K′′

aBM| for aBM algorithm.
The plots show how W+ grows with KA. For fib1, this curve
goes from (0, 0) to (1, 1) since if all rules in fib1 have an
alternative action then A for all rules will have the same pair
of actions, and the optimized classifier will be the same as
K′′

aLP or K′′
aBM, i.e., W+ = 1. A similar situation occurs with

fib4 for lA = 2 since 88% of its rules are covered by only
two actions, so almost all rules contain these two most frequent
actions. Values of W and W+ are much smaller for fib2 since
the distribution of actions in fib2 is more uniform. Note how
W and W+ grow in fib2 as lA increases; e.g., for pA = 0.5
W is 2.5 times higher for lA = 3 than for lA = 1.

B. General classifier experiments

Heuristics. The same aBM heuristic as in Section VII-A is
used to reduce size of general ternary approximate classifiers.

Methodology. To evaluate our methods on general clas-
sifiers, we used 4 classifiers generated by ClassBench [11].
Filters of generated rules have width 112 bits. For every
classifier, we have removed all rules with at least 69 bits with
value ∗ since such short filters cover many more rules and if we
leave them in, the resulting size will mostly depend on what
common actions these general rules have with more specific
rules. For each of the 4 classifiers, we have considered three
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Fig. 4. FIB classifier optimization; columns show the number of rules, W (KA), and W+(KA) metrics as functions of the pA fraction of rules with: (a-c)
one additional alternative action, lA = 1; (d-f) lA = 2; (h-j) lA = 3.
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Fig. 5. General classifier optimization: W+(K′) as a function of (a) window size Δ for the same rule priority and action ordering; (b) window size Δ for
different rule priority and action orderings; (c) fraction of “small volume” rules sA.

kinds of instances of approximate classifiers that differ in the
rules for constructing the A sets.

Action sets from monotone action values. The first
type of approximate classifiers is constructed similarly to
the motivational example from Fig. 1. We assume that the
classifier defines a value of latency that decreases with the
rule’s priority. The first third of the rules corresponds to the
Gold service class; the second third, Silver; the last third,
Bronze. Action set A of each rule contains the corresponding
action. Parameter Δ reflects the size of the window where
rules have two possible actions: for a rule Ri ∈ K with
( 13− Δ

6 ) · |K| ≤ i ≤ ( 13− Δ
6 ) · |K|, we set Ai = {Gold, Silver};

for ( 23−Δ
6 )·|K| ≤ i ≤ ( 23−Δ

6 )·|K|, Ai = {Silver,Bronze}.
Figure 5(a) shows the values of W+ for the optimized classi-
fiers with Δ varying from 0 to 1. Note how, as Δ increases,
the value of W+ increases as well and may reach 0.5 (for
gen4), i.e., the number of rules deleted by optimization in the
approximate case is comparable with the number of rules that
could be deleted if all A contained all three actions.

Action sets from reordered monotone action values. The
second type is the same as the first except that the order of

decreasing latency now differs from the order of decreasing
rule priority. We randomly shuffle the rules and then generate
A sets in the same way as in the first type. Then we optimize
the classifier with A labels generated by the new order and rule
priorities in the original order. In this case, W+ for reduced
classifiers is shown on Fig. 5(b); similar to the previous case,
it can also reach 0.5 (for gen4 and gen2).

Full action sets for small traffic volumes. In the third type
of classifiers, we still assume that the first third of the rules
corresponds to the Gold service class, second to Silver, and
last to Bronze. But now we assume that fraction sA of the
rules have a very small volume, so the quality of service can
be arbitrary and their Ai contain all three actions. For different
sA from 0 to 0.3 the values of W+ for reduced classifiers of
the third type are shown on Fig. 5(c); note that it reaches 0.4
for sA = 0.3.

General classifiers in this experiment have 50-100 thousand
rules, and Boolean minimization techiniques cannot remove
more than 6000 rules even when all actions are the same.
This means that ClassBench has generated classifiers close
to irreducible; that is why we only show the W+ metric on
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Fig. 5. Notice, however, that we are not increasing the error
for a large number of rules to reduce the classifier only a
little: for rules left untouched by our heuristics (in this case,
an overwhelming majority of them) one can easily cut A back
to the original action.

Generally, practical evaluations fully support our basic idea
and theoretical results: allowing for a small error in the actions
of a classifier can lead to very significant space reductions,
often comparable to the largest theoretical reduction in the
trivial case when all rules have the same action.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Majority of efficient implementations of packet classifiers
in the exact case can be classified into two major categories:
software-based and TCAM-based; The comprehensive surveys
can be found in [12], [13]. Softwared-based solutions mainly
rely on decision trees, hashing, or coding-based compression.
The works [14], [15] suggest how to partition the multi-
dimensional rule space, finding possible matching rules by
tracing a path in a decision tree. Techniques to balance
the partition in each node exist, but rule replication often
is unavoided [16]. There is a fundamental tradeoff between
space and time complexities in these approaches. The ABC
algorithm for filter distribution offers higher throughput with
lower memory overhead [17]. The works [18], [19] discuss
hash-based solutions to match a packet to its possible matching
rules. Efficient coding-based representations are shown in [20],
[21]. Different approaches have been described to reduce
number of entries: [22], [23], [24]. They include removing
redundancies [2], [3], [4], applying block permutations in the
header space [25], transformations [22], [23], [26], [27], [28],
[29]. In particular [30], [31], [32] considered representations
based on rule disjointness composed with prefix-reorderability
to cut down classification width.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have generalized the classical packet clas-
sification problem (exact case), introducing a new abstraction
of approximate classifiers, where we control the accuracy by
labeling in advance which filters can be assigned to which
actions. We have designed optimization methods exploiting
this additional flexibility in actions to optimize the classifier
size. We believe that approximate classifiers exploit an inter-
esting and unexplored tradeoff between required resources and
accuracy of results.
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